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FRIEND OF THE DHARMA

SPECIAL MESSAGE

New Year’s Greeting
Namo Amida Butsu

Monshu Kojun Ohtani

Happy New Year, everyone! At the beginning of this New Year, I
would like to extend my best regards to you all.
In view of the Russian invasion of Ukraine that began in February
2022, as Nembutsu followers who have deeply inscribed in our hearts and
minds Shinran Shonin’s message of “May there be peace in the world,”
we firmly stand against the military infringement of the other nation’s
sovereignty, and also aspire for immediate return of peace in Ukraine.
Over the last year, COVID-19 continues to be a global pandemic. I
would like to offer my deepest condolences to those who fell victim to the
disease and express my sympathies to those who are undergoing treatment.
I would also like to express my respect and sincere gratitude to the doctors,
nurses, and other frontline medical professionals who have been engaging
in the treatment of infected people, as well as all essential workers who
have made it possible for us to continue with our lives.
The pandemic has forced us to learn firsthand that we will continue
to be confronted by unexpected situations even in modern times despite
technologies both in science and medical fields being highly developed.
Sakyamuni Buddha, who passed on the Dharma to us, made clear that there
is no life nor entity in this world that lasts forever. This truth, the principle
of impermanence, has never changed even in this time and age approximately 2500 years since his time. Another
fact that does not change is our inability to accept this truth as it is, and because of this, we continue struggling.
This is the very reason why, regardless of the pandemic, we can rely on the Jodo Shinshu teaching clarified
by Shinran Shonin, which guides us as a spiritual foundation that enables us to move forward even when being
overwhelmed with difficulties. A gathering at the temple with Amida Buddha as its center provides a great
opportunity to receive the Dharma as well as an occasion in which people can support and reassure one another
as fellow practicers who follow the same teaching.
I hope you will continue to share the teaching within the greater society through various ways and your
temple will or continue to serve as a place where people can gather and find comfort in its activities. I humbly
ask for your understanding and cooperation in support of your temples. I would like to conclude my new year’s
greeting with my heartfelt appreciation to you all.
OHTANI Kojun
Monshu
Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji-ha
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wailuku Hongwanji YouTube Channels
Wailuku Hongwanji Mission
Buddhist Temple has a YouTube
channel where we post videos of
interest to our sangha. Some are virtual
services from early in the pandemic
and others are for special events
during the year such as Hanamatsuri
and Sokai. The channel is at https://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / c h a n n e l /
UCKV4gOdAxfKX9_tjo8lzVBQ
or you if you have the YouTube app
on your smart phone or tablet, search
using the words “Wailuku Hongwanji
Mission Buddhist Temple” Our temple
YouTube channel “follows” two other
Hongwanji Temples on Maui and

Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii.
Honpa Hongwanji Mission of
Hawaii: Recently posted the 2022
Fall Nembutsu Seminar: Creating
Dharma Moments Together
Makawao Hongwanji: Recently
posted the videos for our latest
Nembutsu Seminar with Rev. “Retired
Bob” Oshita and Rev. Patti Oshita
Kahului Hongwanji Buddhist
Temple: Their last posting was in
August and it was the last Sunday
service recorded by Rev. Tennes.
The latest posting of the Wailuku
Hongwanji
Mission
Buddhist
Temple channel is a video of the

Danny Topp

Garden of 1000 Buddhas presented
as a Dharma talk by Danny Topp
in November of this year. This is a
great way to share our activities and
events with a larger audience. Also,
if you think there is an event or other
content on YouTube that we should
post, please let Danny Topp know
and he will work with you to post it
to our channel.
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2023 BISHOP’S NEW YEAR’S MESSAGE

My New Year’s Resolution Is...
Namo Amida Butsu

Bishop Eric Matsumoto

Let me take this precious opportunity to wish you a sincere “Happy
New Year!” More than any other time of the year, the start of the year is a
time we are filled with hope and expectation for a brighter and better year.
While, we may have personal desires and
goals for ourselves, let us not forget to also
have more inclusive aspirations and goals which
embrace all others. In the words of Mitsuo Aida,
whose calligraphy piece for Gan (or Negai in
vernacular Japanese) is reproduced here, he says
very different from personal wishes centered only
on oneself are wishes such as: may there be no
wars, aspiring for peace and harmony in the world, and may our human
contrivances not contribute further to the contamination of our natural
environment of the land, sea, and air. When we sincerely embrace these
sorts of wishes, they are referred to as “Gan” (or aspirations or vows). If
held deeply in our hearts, even the tiniest aspiration will be reflected in our
eyes and faces. May we embrace vows and aspirations within our means
and contribute to a brighter prospect for our future.
When I look at Mitsuo Aida’s calligraphy above, I am reminded of Amida Buddha’s 48 Vows especially the
Great Compassion of Amida Buddha which promises “If those who entrust themselves to my Vow should not
be born [in my (Pure) land], I shall not become Buddha.” which expresses Amida Buddha’s great aspiration by
conditioning the Buddha’s own Supreme Enlightenment with the Enlightenment of all others including you and
me. Could there be a greater wish or aspiration? Please reflect on this matter.
Further, let us make manifest our Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii Theme & Slogan for 2023 which is “Building
Healthy Sanghas: Sharing Joy Together.” As Shinran Shonin rejoiced in one of his poems, The light of compassion illumines
from afar; Those beings it reaches, it is taught, Attain the Joy of the Dharma, So take refuge in Amida, the great consolation.
Do not keep that joy and happiness of the Nembutsu hidden within you. Culturally, for many of us, being
reserved and somewhat stoic is a culturally emphasized trait, but when it comes to the Joy of Buddha-Dharma,
“No enryo (Don’t hesitate)” would be my recommendation. Let it flow from the depths of your being outward
and allow it to be known to others. This is, one way, we are able to share our joy. Needless to say, this “Sharing
Joy Together” is not limited to our close circle of family and friends, but it does start with them.
To conclude, once again, I hope you detached Gomonshu’s “Our Pledge” from last year’s Hawaii Kyodan
Calendar and have it where you and others can see and recite it daily as it shares how we can live our life together.
As I express my best wishes to you for a happy, joyous and meaningful New Year, please join me in awareness, joy
and gratitude of Great Wisdom and Compassion which guides, nurtures, and embraces us (eventually transforms
with birth in the Pure Land of Enlightenment), to recite Namo Amida Butsu or The Buddha’s Name Which I Call (in
gratitude) in response to Namo Amida Butsu or The Buddha’s Name That Calls Me (to entrust). Namo Amida Butsu.
Thank you and, once again, “Happy New Year” from Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii’s Office of the Bishop.
In gassho/anjali,
Rev. Eric Matsumoto, Bishop
YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS

Boy Scouts Distribute
Kadomatsu Rev. Shinkai Murakami
Boy Scouts made Kadomatsu on December
18th and distributed them at Sunday service
on December 25th. Thank you Troop 40 for
helping to ring in the New Year!
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President’s New Year’s Message for 2023
Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii

Warren Tamamoto

Happy New Year! Akemashite Omedetou Gozaimasu!
Hauoli Makahiki Hou!
I hope that you and your loved ones are healthy and in good spirits as
we enter the New Year, 2023. The COVID-19 situation in the USA has
improved over the past year with the development of effective and safe
vaccines and antiviral treatments. However, over 1 million Americans (and
much more worldwide) have died since the pandemic started in 2020. The
COVID-19 virus still results in serious illness and death for susceptible
people. Therefore, we must continue to be cautious and respectful of
others. Simple guidelines that we can follow include vaccination, staying
home when sick, hand-washing and wearing masks when close to others.
Please try to be safe as we re-open our temples.
As we move into the new year, we will reflect often on our theme and
slogan for 2023, “Building Healthy Sanghas: Sharing Joy Together”. As
we reflect, let us remember the concept of ondobo-ondogyo as a guide to
our thoughts and action. Shinran used this phrase to explain that we are all fellow travelers, or companions on
the Nembutsu path. Shinran saw himself as an ordinary person, a bombu (foolish person) walking the Nembutsu
path along with his Dharma friends. In Shinranʻs view, we are all equal. As fellow travelers, we share each other’s
joys and sorrows, each other’s burdens and celebrations. In ondobo-ondogyo, there is a profound sense that we
are equal and interdependent. Also, with the spirit of ondobo-ondogyo there is a natural experience of gratitude
as we give support, and we are in turn supported by the presence of our fellow travelers.
As we look back on our journey for the past few years, let us express our appreciation to our ministers
and temple leaders for their dedication, resilience and creativity in sharing the Nembutsu teachings with our
community under difficult circumstances. And, let us continue on our journey in joy and gratitude for Amidaʻs
universal and unconditional compassion for all.
With Gassho,
Warren Tamamoto
President, Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii
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TEACHINGS FROM THE REVEREND

A Happy New Year
Namo Amida Butsu

Reverend Shinkai Murakami

I would like to extend my sincere Immeasurable Light and Life of the
Nembutsu on the beginning of this wonderful 2023 New Year. Namo Amida
Butsu to all of you and a Happy New Year! May we start our lives by reciting
the Nembutsu, Namo Amida Butsu.
In the year 2022, all of us encountered many different types of experiences.
Consider, all of those experiences to be a great fertilizer. As fertilizers provide crops
with nutrients, our experiences over that past year provide us with knowledge and
compassion that allow us to be aware of and nurture the very important things
in our lives. May we grow from our experiences and live with a sincere mind of
gratitude so that we may feel each precious moment of our lives.
For example, in 1889, the late Rev. Hojun Kunisaki, planted the tiny seed
of the Nembutsu on the island of Maui. 124 years later, the seed has grown
into a beautiful tree, with branches that have spread and flowered throughout
the County of Maui, including the island of Lanai. The Nembutsu flower did
not grow on its own, but by our great and dedicated Nembutsu follower’s
uncountable efforts and joy. Our ancestors nurtured the great soil for future
Nembutsu followers and Ohana. Because of this love and care, we all are able
to share our spiritual joy and happiness with our Hongwanji families, Ohana, and community, today. Now, visitors
to our Hongwanji temples, also get to experience and learn Amida’s infinite wisdom and compassion; most of whom
are so impressed and leave with feeling deep sense of peace and serenity.
Maui only planted our Nembutsu seed 124 years ago, but the Nembutsu has spread throughout Japan for much
longer. This coming May, our Mother temple will be observing Saint Shinran’s 850th birth anniversary, 800th-year
Hongwanji establishment ceremony, and the 17th World Buddhist Conference in Kyoto. There will be around 300
people attending this special service and conference from Hawaii. However, Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii
will observe these special services in Hawaii.
The past years’ great experiences are like making rich fertilizer into the Nembutsu soil (our community.) In the
year 2023, may we all plant new Nembutsu seeds (your warm feelings of kindness and smiles) into the great soil
of your home and our community; may we see the beautiful flowers and receive their warm fragrance in our lives.
What are the beautiful flowers? They are our children, grandchildren, and new members rejoicing in the Nembutsu
as their spiritual guidance. What are the fragrances? That is the sound of the Nembutsu from every fellow Buddhist.
May we see many new young and old members at our temple and community and hear the Nembutsu all over the
town - how beautiful that will be!
In the year 2023, may we all plant the seeds of the Nembutsu (your kindness and the compassionate heart of
Amida) here on the Island of Maui. May we rejoice in the great happiness and joy of the fragrance, the voice of
Namo Amida Butsu with others. May all of you and your families be blessed with Amida Buddha’s Infinite Wisdom
and Compassion. Happy New Year!!
Namo Amida Butsu
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Annual Meeting and New Year’s Dinner ScheduledMichael Munekiyo
Wailuku Hongwanji will hold its annual meeting (Sokai) on Saturday, January 21, 2023 at 5:30 p.m.
Immediately following the annual meeting, we will resume the tradition of having our New Year’s dinner in
the Social Hall. This in-person dinner event will allow members and friends of Wailuku Hongwanji to gather in
fellowship and to welcome the New Year with a spirit of joy and happiness. A $3.00 donation per individual and
$5.00 donation per family is requested, as this will allow our food preparation crew to better assess the anticipated
headcount. Please contact the Temple office to sign up for the dinner.
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BOARD CHAIR’S MESSAGE 2023

The Gift

Namo Amida Butsu

Michael Munekiyo

The start of each New Year places many of us on common ground, as we
express gratitude for the cherished memories we hold of years past. Like many,
I hold precious memories of growing up in Wailuku in the 1950s and 1960s
and attending Wailuku Hongwanji’s Sunday services. I also recall my many
years of absence from the Temple, through my college and young adult life.
It was in 1987, with family in hand, that I stepped back into the
Temple. Returning to Wailuku Hongwanji brought back memories which
otherwise would have remained forever buried. Childhood memories of first
generation immigrants (the generation of my grandparents) and their second
generation children (the generation of my parents) filling the seats of the
Hondo or Temple hall were vivid. Upon reflection, I realized that I had lived
through a part of Wailuku Hongwanji’s history where the children at that
time (myself included), were a part of the vision of our Temple founders.
That vision being, having Wailuku Hongwanji live beyond the generation of
its immigrant founders so that our Shin Buddhist teachings would be passed
on to future generations.
As a youngster, it didn’t occur to me that the Sangha and their leaders
back then must have been quite proud of the unique beauty of the Temple
building (a converted former YBA hall), the new minister’s residence
(current on-campus rental), the original Social Hall, and the Japanese Language School building and judo annex.
After all, they possessed a Jodo Shinshu center that symbolized years of perseverance and hard work, and years of
struggling through the reality of inequities brought on by plantation camp living and subsequently, by World War II.
Our founders and their children have handed us a gift. That gift is a place to listen to the Dharma, a place to
gather with fellow Jodo Shinshu followers, and a place where the youth of our island community is loved and
nurtured. What can we do to sustain the value of this gift so that children of today may one day in the future recall
what Wailuku Hongwanji was like in the year 2023? Will they express wonderment that it all started in the year 1899
with the vision of travelers from Japan seeking a better life for themselves and their families?
Keeping the value of this gift alive for the future is just as important today as it was generations ago, when our
founders created a Shin Buddhist campus to hold, cherish and perpetuate. With this in mind, Wailuku Hongwanji’s
Board of Directors has confirmed its vision to provide new spaces for our martial arts programs, other affiliate
organizations and community organizations. Planning for the removal of the Old Language School Building (built
in 1938) is ongoing, and formulating concepts for a new facility will soon get underway. A multi-year effort, this
project will replace a less than functional and efficient structure with a facility that will serve generations to come.
The progress of this project and its attendant fundraising campaign will be reported to our members and friends over
the next several months.
In the meantime, let us celebrate the New Year with expressions of gratitude to those who came before us to hand
down the gift of a perpetual Shin Buddhist Dharma center.
Happy New Year!
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Officers and Directors for 2023-2024 Term Elected

Michael Munekiyo

Wailuku Hongwanji is pleased to announce its Board officers and directors for the next two-year term (2023 through 2024).
The following will be formally installed at the Wailuku Hongwanji Annual Meeting (Sokai) on January 21st at 5:30 p.m.
OFFICERS
DIRECTORS
Chair: Michael Munekiyo		
Gwen Hiraga		
Joan Tamori		
Eric Ikeuchi
Vice Chair: Gary Murai
Laurie Fukushima
Robyn Garner		
Susan Gushiken
Director of Properties: Ronald Fukumoto
Frank Hamasaki
Troy Hashimoto
Paul Hiranaga
Director of Records: Faith Tengan
Aldon Mochida
Gregg Okamoto
Shelley Quipotla
Director of Religious Affairs: Tamara Manley
Danny Topp		
Luly Unemori
PRE-SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE (Non-Voting): Jody Vinoray
Thank you for dedicating your time and energy for the betterment of Wailuku Hongwanji.
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EDUCATION

All Maui Dharma
School Funday
Preschool Hiring
2023 Grad Call
Preschool-school
Hiring Teacher
Hours: Mon - Fri
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Interested persons, please contact
Wailuku Hongwanji Preschool
at (808) 244-9545 or email us at
whpreschool808@gmail.com.
Required:
• AS Degree in ECE/ CDA
• 6-12 months classroom
experience working with ages
3-5 year-olds
• Creativity & Flexibility
• Infant/child CPR & First Aid
Certification

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Calling All Class of 2023 Graduating High School Seniors
Shelley Quipotla
Calling all Class of 2023 graduating high school seniors!
Each year, Wailuku Hongwanji takes special pride in celebrating
and recognizing the graduating class of students who have been
affiliated with the church in some way. Our traditional in-person
celebration is yet to be determined, but we will still be sharing a
gift with each student who will be graduating this year.
The following is a list of Class of 2023 students who we
currently have in our records. If there are any others that you may
be aware of, please email Joyce Chun at jchun.maui@gmail.com
or Shelley Quipotla at shellquips@gmail.com or call (808) 2500726 and leave a message.

Class of 2023 Graduates Are:
Noah O’Donovan
Galen Okamoto

Skye Curley		
Derek Takeno		

William George
Cody Gima		

Gaige Okamoto
Haokea Tomita

Adam Fukunaga

Namo Amida Butsu - With Gratitude and Kindness Beyond Words
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ADULT ORGANIZATIONS

Buddhist Women’s Association (BWA) News

Gwen Hiraga

Happy New Year! The BWA held
a memorial service on December
11th, to honor and remember members who passed away during the
year. These members were Mary
Wakamatsu, Lillian Satoshige,
Mae Taketa, Peggy Tanaka, Masae
Murakami and Itsuyo Kusuda.
The BWA membership met on
December 11th. The upcoming
BWA Food Fair is scheduled for
March 18, 2023. Additional details
will be provided in the February isTop: BWA Memorial Service held December 11, 2022.
sue of the Honotomo.
The Crafts and Sewing group took a break for the holidays, with its last gathering on December 8th. The group
will resume its weekly gatherings on January 5th, and will continue to meet on Thursdays thereafter. With the
amendments to the BWA By-Laws and Standing Rules and Procedures, approved by the BWA membership at
its meeting on November 13th, the former Crafts and Sewing Committee is no longer a Standing Committee of

Center: BWA helping with the WHM year-end general clean-up
on Sunday, December 18th. Thank you for all your help!

Bottom: BWA helping with the WHM year-end general clean-up
on Sunday, December 18th. Thank you for all your help!

the BWA. We thank Sharon Higa
who served as the chairperson of the
Committee in 2021-2022.
The BWA helped with the general clean-up of the temple and
grounds on December 18th. Thank
you to the members who were able
to participate in the clean-up.
The next Hosha day is scheduled
for Wednesday December 28th, 2022,
at 8:00 a.m., rescheduled from January 5th. This is the last Hosha day
for the year and Church members are
welcomed to join our dedicated BWA
members in helping with Hosha.
A friendly reminder to BWA
members to please pay your 2023
annual dues. Payments should be
sent to Sandy Matsuda at P.O. Box
454, Wailuku, HI 96793 or placed in
the BWA tray at the church office.
The BWA offers its condolences
to the family of the late Itsuyo Kusuda, who was a BWA member for
many years.
Happy Birthday to our members
born in January: Helen Ohigashi,
Susan Gushiken, Sylvia Ishikawa,
Helene Shiigi, Joyce Oki, Norma
Jean Tamashiro, Pat Tomita and
Betty Yamashita.
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MEMORIAL SERVICES

December Hoji Memorial Services
1st YEAR MEMORIAL - 2022
DAY NAME
20
Suzanne Kimiko Kozaki (SHO KU)

3rd YEAR MEMORIAL - 2021
DAY NAME
09
Fumie Takamura (MYO EI)
11
Helen Michiko Tanaka (KO SAI)
13th YEAR MEMORIAL - 2011
DAY NAME
12
Morie Evelyn Sakai (SHO ETSU)

7th YEAR MEMORIAL - 2017
DAY NAME
04
Thomas Tsuneo Nomura (JO NEN)
06
Ethel Shizue Matsui (SEI NEN)
19
Hatsuichi Satoshige (HATSU GAN)
17th YEAR MEMORIAL - 2007
DAY NAME
05
Nanae Sueda (JI SHO)
08
Hisashi Hirata (JI GAN)
11
Makoto Muraoka (JO KEN)
11
Sueharu Hozaki (JO SHUN)
20
Ritsuyo Hashiro (MYO AN)
33rd YEAR MEMORIAL - 1991
DAY NAME
03
Robert Yoshizawa (KEN JO)
07
Florence Masa Suzuki (MYO TOKU)
30
Bunichi Ito (E SHO)
31
Richard Nakahashi (JO KAI)

25th YEAR MEMORIAL - 1999
DAY NAME
15
Doris Kimura (MYO TOKU)
26
Dean Hisao Hotta (JYO KYU)

50th YEAR MEMORIAL - 1974
DAY NAME
09
Mildred Murashita (MYO SHO)
10
Eiju Tokunaga (EI SHIN)

Our Deepest Sympathies
		

Namo Amida Butsu

June Nishino Marugaki (DAI AN – Great Peaceful Mind), age
86, of Wailuku, passed away on November 2, 2022
Naoyuki Uradomo (HO KAI – Ocean of Treasure), age 97, of
Wailuku, passed away on November 8, 2022
Masae Murakami (MYO KAI – Great Ocean of Love) ), age 96,
of Wailuku, passed away on November 16, 2022
Itsuyo Kusuda (MYO E – Profound Wisdom and Compassion),
age 94, of Wailuku, passed away on November 23, 2022
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Thank You for Your Kindness

FRIEND OF THE DHARMA
Sharon Higa

WISH LIST DONATIONS
Anonymous
Alan & Joan Oura
Nolan & Meryl Ideoka
Mary Tokumaru
Jon & Rusty Oura
Norma Jean Tamashiro
Mark & Mariza Hamasaki
MISCELLANEOUS DONATIONS
Anonymous – Altar flowers, Assorted snacks, Vanity Fair Napkins, Dawn
dish detergent, Craft items, Home baked cookies
Alvin & Martha Fukunaga – Altar flowers
Calvin & Teri Kaneda – Altar flowers
Jeral & Karlynn Fukuda – Altar flowers
Carol Mae Kurisu – Altar flowers
Ed & Joan Tamori – Altar flowers
Margaret Honda – Nokotsudo & flower cleaning
Machiko Moriyasu – Altar flower arrangements
HOSHA Gang – Temple cleaning
BWA Ladies – Trimming of the Bougainvillea hedge
Ed Tamori – Parking lot yard maintenance
REMCO (Dean Wakamatsu) – AC repair
Glen Higa – Repairs
Stuart Mountcastle – Miscellaneous repairs
Mike Nishimoto – Luuwai parking lot yard maintenance
Linda Ann Unemori – Office support
Celeste Rabang – Office support
Cubs – Temple yard & campus cleanup
Troop – New Year’s fireworks setup
Nolan & Meryl Ideoka – Wooden chopsticks
Jon & Rusty Oura – Post It, Ziploc bags, Chopsticks, Reynolds Aluminum
foil, Contact shelving paper & Purell hand sanitizer
Mark & Mariza Hamasaki – 30# Nishiki rice
Alan & Joan Oura – Post It, Chopsticks, Contact shelving paper, Dawn
dishwashing liquid & Purell hand sanitizer
Mary Tokumaru – Hot cups, Lunch plates
Jonathan Lau – Kirkland green tea
Sarajean Tokunaga – Orchard Valley mix nuts
Danny Topp – Audio Visual technician
Joyce Baker – Social Hall window covers
Eric Ikeuchi & Family – Social Hall window covers
Norma Jean Tamashiro – Forever stamps
Richard Ouchi – Toilet paper
Toshiko Sugiki – Kenmore vacuum
Brian Hashiro – Dyson vacuum

Publishing Staff

Submission Deadline is the 15th of
the month, prior to the publication date.
Submit to robynmgarner@gmail.com
Editors

Publishers

STAFF
Robyn Garner
Rev. Shinkai Murakami
Frank Hamasaki
Joan Tamori
Michael Munekiyo
Sharon Higa
Celeste Rabang
Gary Murai
HELP WANTED

Website &
HELP WANTED &
Facebook
Donna Ikeuchi
CONTRIBUTING REPORTERS
AcknowlPamela Miyagawa
edgments
BWA
Gwen Hiraga
Boy Scouts Celeste Rabang
Buddha Reads Danny Topp
Calendar
Sharon Higa
Choir
Joan Tamori
Cub Scouts Pamela Miyagawa
Dharma
Sandra Hirata
School
Joan Tamori
Dharma
Danny Topp
Strummers
Gakuen
Rev. Shinkai Murakami
Girl Scouts Courtney Morihiro
Jr. YBA
Donna Ikeuchi
Judo Club
Ronald Hiyakumoto
Karate
TBD
Kendo

TBD

Preschool

Jody Vinoray

Sympathy

Sharon Higa

The Friend of the Dharma is
published monthly. The opinions
written by individual contributors
are their own and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Wailuku
Hongwanji Buddhist Temple.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

January 2023/February 2023
Sunday

Monday

New Year’s Day
(No service)

1

Tuesday

Family Day
(Office Closed)

2

Wednesday
3

4

8

Friday

5
8:00 Hosha Day

Saturday
6

7
9:00am Shain
Group mtg
(Social Hall)

13

14

20

21
5:30pm Sokai
(Annual
Meeting) and
New Year’s
Dinner

26

27

28

2
8:00 Hosha Day

3

4

Troop mtg/
Dharma
Strummers

Dharma
Strummers
8:00am Dharma
First Sunday Family Service

Thursday

9

10
Conference
Room Rental

11

Troop mtg/
Dharma
Strummers

12

Newsletter
submission
due

9:15am BWA mtg
Ho’onko

15

8:00am Sunday
Family Service
1:30pm VIDSTA
All Maui Dharma
School Funday
22

16
17
18
19
Martin Luther
Pack Meeting Kyodan Board Troop mtg/
King Day
Meeting
Dharma
(Office Closed)
Strummers
Dharma
Strummers
Newsletter Printing, Collating, & Mailing
Pack Meeting
Pinewood
Derby

29
8:00am Sunday
Family Service

23

24

25

30

31

1

Troop mtg/
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